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START YOUR ENGINES

Fergal
Walsh
Motorsport Monday Editor

Fans in Austria have
been condemned for their
behaviour towards drivers and other fans

Farewell,
Sebastian
Vettel

O

n the 25th of August
in 2006, a young
German driver pulled
out of the BMW
Sauber garage and into the
Turkish pit lane to make his
Formula 1 weekend debut. Just
six seconds later, he broke the
pit lane speed limit and was
issued a $1,000 fine, marking
the fastest career penalty in the
sport.
It was a less than ideal
start to Sebastian Vettel’s
Formula 1 journey, but
what followed in the
years to come would
embed him into the
sport’s history books
as an icon, ambassador and a
genuine legend in his own time.

overwhelmingly
memories.

evocative

Vettel’s decision to hang up his
helmet did not come as a great
surprise, but the sensation
that the Formula 1 grid will be
without the four-time World
Drivers’ Champion in 2023 is a
powerful one. For so long, he
has been central what makes
our sport so great.

glory days where Sebastian
Vettel displayed his best
racing
qualities.
Ruthless
and unforgiving, the German
often drove for himself, which
many may label selfish – but
his swelling trophy cabinet
possesses the tangible success
which was filled through that
mindset.
In his post-Red Bull years in
Formula 1, which made up
the second half of his
career, there was less to
shout about. His quest
to bring a title to Ferrari
was ultimately a failure,
with his form in late-2018
letting him down. There
was an air of desperation at
times, and he was involved in
several incidents, which sadly
overshadow the 14 grand prix
wins he took with the Scuderia
during his stint there.

an icon, ambassador
and a genuine legend in
his own time

Then out of the blue last
Thursday, during the buildup to the Hungarian Grand
Prix, Vettel announced that
he would be walking away
from the sport at the end of
the 2022 season, bringing
the curtain down on a career
that was filled to the brim
with success, heartache and

Vettel ruffled his fair share
of feathers during his years
with Red Bull. He endured a
tumultuous relationship with
long-time team-mate Mark
Webber, and fans took a dislike
to him when they tuned in to
see his name atop of the driver
timesheet graphic on what felt
like every Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
Yet it was during those Red Bull

A move to Aston Martin always
felt like a last-gasp attempt
to compete for race victories
once more. With the team
occupying midfield space over
the last 18 months, it is not
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perspective, he has kept racing
and his private endeavours
separate.
Vettel’s time at Ferrari
promised so much...

Whether or not Vettel will step
into a race car again remains
to be seen, however he has
asserted that Abu Dhabi will
mark the end of his Formula 1
career. Unlike others, there will
be no comeback.

Vettel debuted
in 2007 with
BMW-Sauber

where a veteran wants to be
performing. In addition, Vettel’s
increased interest in activism
over environmental issues led
many to believe that his heart
was set on goals elsewhere.
Indeed, it is the case.
“So much dedication going in
also
means
a lot of time
in your head
and with your
thoughts, but
also physically
time
away
from home, from kids and
family,” Vettel said last week
after his announcement. “I have
grown other things, other than
the children, other interests and
views have grown and I can’t
ignore these voices.

“So ultimately, the questions
got bigger and bigger and more
central, to a point where I make
the decision. It’s not a 100 per
cent or zero per cent decision,
it’s not like I hate racing from
now on, I still love racing, but it’s
probably the majority that pulls
me in a different direction.”
Vettel
stated
in his very first
Instagram
post,
which
revealed
his
retirement, that
“there is still a
race to win”. A sizeable portion
of the message consisted of
him directing attention toward
climate action, a common
theme that has been present
throughout his 2022 season.

beginning. It is one that maybe
he has always sought. Through
his career, he has tried his best
to shield himself and his family
life, and at least from an outside

But deep in his system, Vettel
will always be a competitor.
Amid all the goodwill messages
and activism statements that
have been shared from his heart
rests an astute, unequivocal

man, who helped to shape the
current era of Formula 1 that we
enjoy today.

he has kept racing
and his private endeavours separate

A new chapter of Vettel’s life is

Whatever challenge Vettel takes
on after F1, there is little doubt
that he won’t be successful. His
Formula 1 career is testament to
that.
Thank you,
good luck.
Four championships in
a row with Red Bull

Sebastian,

and

2022 FIA FORMULA 1 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

HUNGARIAN GP
PHIL HORTON / F1 EDITOR
The final event prior to the four-week summer hiatus brought
Formula 1 straight from provincial France to the vibrant Budapest, which has been a permanent fixture on the schedule
since its debut in 1986. Recent years have produced surprises
around the bowl-like Hungaroring, which has a reputation as
a technical and tricky little circuit, so could 2022 follow the
trend of its predecessors?

QUALIFYING

getting this result for all of us, is
pretty huge.”

HIGHLIGHTS
Russell snatches maiden pole with
super lap
Leclerc struggles en route to third
DRS issues leaves Hamilton in seventh
Lock-up, PU problem, restricts Verstappen to 10th

Sainz wound up second, with
Leclerc third, the seven-time
polesitter in 2022 conceding
that he struggled massively
with the tyres during the Q3
shootout. Russell’s team-mate
Lewis Hamilton was down in
seventh after a DRS issue,
making it a bittersweet day for
Mercedes, costing it a potential
front-row lockout.

By George, that was unexpected
George Russell claimed a shock
maiden pole position during a
thrilling denouement to Formula
1 qualifying at the Hungarian
Grand Prix. The session was
held in dry and overcast
conditions following torrential
rain earlier in the day that
influenced the final practice
session. Mercedes lacked pace
in dry conditions on Friday, as it
carried out experiments with its
W13, but Russell emerged as a
contender in Q3 after splitting
the Ferrari drivers after the
opening runs.
Carlos Sainz, who led the
way in the early stages of
Q3, improved on his own
benchmark to seemingly

secure top spot, with teammate Charles Leclerc unable
to beat his time. But Russell
demoted the Ferrari drivers with
a final push lap of 1m 17.377s,
snatching top spot by just
0.043s, to claim his first career
pole.
“Yesterday was probably our
toughest Friday of the whole
season,” said Russell. “We were
all here until 11pm last night
scratching our heads, morale
was pretty down and we felt
pretty lost. To come back and
grab pole position 24 hours
later, it’s just such a feeling
because I know what we went
through last night. There’s no
points for qualifying but I guess

Red Bull had a disastrous
session with issues for both
Max Verstappen and Sergio
Perez. Verstappen was only
seventh after his first push lap
due to a mistake through Turn
2, and as he exited the pits for
his second run reported a loss
of power.
Attempts were made to
repair the problem but while
Verstappen started the lap he
was unable to set competitive
times and abandoned the
situation. It left the reigning
World Champion down at the
foot of the top 10.
Perez failed to make it through
to Q3 as he was marginally
hampered by Kevin Magnussen
into Turn 2, and was unable to
unearth the required lap time.
Lando Norris was a strong

QUALIFYING

RESULT
1. G. RUSSELL / MERCEDES
fourth for McLaren as his Friday
pace carried over into Saturday,
while Alpine locked out the
third row of the grid, last year’s
winner Esteban Ocon edging
Fernando Alonso. Valtteri
Bottas claimed eighth for Alfa
Romeo, in front of McLaren’s
Daniel Ricciardo.
Magnussen wound up 13th in
the updated Haas, behind Alfa
Romeo rookie Zhou Guanyu,
with Mick Schumacher slowest
in Q2 in the old-spec VF-22.
Lance Stroll split the Haas
drivers as he took 14th place
for Aston Martin. AlphaTauri
suffered a double Q1 elimination
as its struggles with its new
package continued.
Yuki Tsunoda was 16th overall,
with Pierre Gasly a lowly 19th,
after he had a lap swift enough
for Q2 deleted. They were split
by Williams’ Alexander Albon
and Aston Martin’s Sebastian
Vettel.
Nicholas Latifi was unable to
convert his FP3 heroics into Q1
as he finished slowest of the
20 competitors despite setting
a purple first sector on his
push lap. Latifi made an error
through the final corner, costing
him time, and leaving him at the
back of the grid for the race.

2. C. SAINZ / FERRARI
3. C. LECLERC / FERRARI
4. L. NORRIS / MCLAREN
5. E. OCON / ALPINE
6. F. ALONSO / ALPINE
7. L. HAMILTON/ MERCEDES
8. V. BOTTAS / ALFA ROMEO
9. D. RICCIARDO / MCLAREN
10. M. VERSTAPPEN / RED BULL
11. S. PEREZ / RED BULL
12. Z. GUANYU / ALFA ROMEO
13. K. MAGNUSSEN / HAAS
14. L. STROLL / ASTON MARTIN
15. M. SCHUMACHER / HAAS
16. Y. TSUNODA / ALPHATAURI
17. A. ALBON / WILLIAMS
18. S. VETTEL / ASTON MARTIN
19. P. GASLY / ALPHATAURI
20. N. LATIFI / WILLIAMS

RACE
HIGHLIGHTS
Verstappen rises from tenth, despite
a spin, to win
Mercedes claims double podium
finish
Ferrari screws up again and slips to
fourth and sixth
Alpine heads into summer fourth

HUNGARIAN GRAND PRIX
RACE REPORT

and Carlos Sainz. From there,
only Charles Leclerc stood
in his way, and with Ferrari
employing the bizarre decision
to stick the net leader on Hard
tires Verstappen was able to
ease his way by. Even a spin
could not deny Verstappen.
He rotated the RB18 a full 360
through Turn 12 in an unusual
incident that handed Leclerc
the advantage. But such was
Verstappen’s speed advantage
that a few laps later he once
more swept past the Ferrari
driver.

Verstappen 80 points clear after eighth win
of year

F

ormula 1’s new regulations
have delivered decent
racing but the title fight for
the year is surely over as the
championship packs up for
its summer break. That the
situation has unfolded so is
down to the brilliance of Max
Verstappen and Red Bull
combined with the inability
of his primary rivals to mount
a challenge. Verstappen is a
staggering 80 points clear with
nine rounds to go, and there
is little evidence that either he
will falter, or his opponents will
step up to the plate. It could
realistically be over as early as
October.

Verstappen entered race day in
damage limitation mode after
an error on his first qualifying
lap was followed by a power
unit issue on his second effort.
That left him mired in 10th
place on the grid – and hoping
to salvage points. But instead
he departed the Hungaroring
with the winner’s trophy.
Verstappen picked up two
places with a strong opening
lap on Soft tires, swiftly worked
his way past the Alpines
and McLaren’s Lando Norris,
before using the undercut
at successive pit stops – at
which he ran Mediums – to
jump the Mercedes drivers

“I was struggling a bit with
the shifts and the clutch,
and we had to change a few
things around I had to not
basically burn the clutch,” he
said. “And that cost it a bit of
performance and I think caught
me out at that corner, but
luckily could do a 360.”
Mercedes wound up a
surprise second and third,
having adopted alternative
approaches in running two
stints on Mediums and one on
Softs. George Russell led away
from his maiden pole position
on Softs and expertly defended
the place until he was
overhauled by Charles Leclerc
shortly before mid-distance.
Lewis Hamilton, meanwhile,
rose from seventh to fifth at
the start and eventually found
a way past Lando Norris.
Hamilton’s pace on Mediums
was strong and once on Softs

he began lighting up the
timing screens, clawing his
way into podium contention,
before winning a tasty battle
with his young team-mate.
After such an awful start
to 2022 successive double
podiums was an encouraging
denouement to part one of the
season for Mercedes.
“I think this weekend there
was potential for a win,” said
Hamilton. “You saw George
on pole. I think if we had

Circuit: Hungaroring
Laps: 70 (4.381km)
Lap Record: 1:16.627
L. HAMILTON (2020)

(Below) Russell produced a robust defence into the first turn
(Bottom) It was a day to forget
for Charles Leclerc

both been up there we could have
probably worked a bit better as
a team. One of us would have
been able to support each other
strategy-wise. But I think if we
are able to take this pace into the
second half of the season, for sure,
we can start to fight with the guys.
This is the first time that we’ve
been able to fight and battle with a
Ferrari – that’s huge for us. I think
the Red Bulls probably still are
ahead. The fact that Max started
10th, spun and still finished 10
seconds ahead says enough about
their car but I think we still have
made huge progress and huge
steps. To have this consistency and
two double podiums in the last two
races, gives us great hope and a
huge push for the second half.”

(Top) Things got a little too
close at Turn 2
(Right) Russell produced another
strong drive to finish third

There were long faces down at
Ferrari. Leclerc brilliantly seized
the lead from Russell with a move
around the outside of Turn 1 but he
was called into the pits soon after
to exchange his Mediums for Hards,
on which several others further
down the field had struggled.
Leclerc swiftly realised he was
in the same predicament as he
expressed his anger at the state
of the compound and lost bags of
time. Eventually the white flag was
raised and he came in for Softs,
classifying sixth.
“I made it clear that the medium
I wanted to keep it as long as
possible, but we pitted very early
for the hard, which we need to
understand why,” he said. “A race
like this is frustrating. And need to
get better as a whole. You know,
it always feels like there’s always

something going on, whatever is,
reliability, mistakes, whatever. But
we need to be better putting a
weekend together. And yeah, we
will try and use the few days that
we have to reset, but obviously also
to analyse and to understand where
we need to be better, and what we
can do to get better, because this is
extremely important.”
Sainz’s problem was less strategy
– he ran the same tyre approach
as Hamilton – and more overall
performance. In the cooler
conditions on Sunday, compared
to practice on Friday, Sainz was
unable to drive the F1-75 how he
desired, as he wound up fourth.
“If I guide myself by the pace of
Friday, it should have been an easy
1-2,” he said. “Today it was a fight
every lap. No balance in the car.
I couldn’t push because I opened
the front tyre. I was just struggling
quite a lot with the car, and I’m not
surprised that I finished P4 because
the feeling in the car was quite
poor.”
Ferrari team boss Mattia Binotto
sided more with Sainz than Leclerc
in terms of an explanation.
“What we were lacking today
was really speed and pace,” said
Binotto. “I don’t think we could
have won today. And the reason I
don’t know, because it was the first
time in the first 13 races where we
didn’t have the speed somehow to
be there for the victory. You need
to first look into that performance
wise to understand, and I’m pretty
sure when we understand that we

will understand why the tyres were
not working properly.”
Behind the leaders Norris claimed a
solid seventh to cap an impressive
opening half of the season, while
Alpine jostled for most of the race,
with Fernando Alonso ahead of
Esteban Ocon. The Frenchman was
chased to the line by Sebastian
Vettel, whose pursuit was ruined
by a brief Virtual Safety Car caused
by Valtteri Bottas suffering a loss
of power, continuing Alfa Romeo’s
poor form.
Lance Stroll was 11th, having had
his race interrupted by a clash
with Daniel Ricciardo. Stroll, on
Soft tyres, tried to go around
the outside of Ricciardo through
Turn 2 but on cold Hard tyres the
McLaren driver understeered into
the side of the Aston Martin. It
was a clumsy incident and one
for which Ricciardo copped a time
penalty, dragging down a race that
had appeared promising when
he opportunistically passed the
squabbling Alpines in one swoop.
Pierre Gasly did well to register 12th
from the pit lane on a day in which
only Bottas failed to see the flag,
providing hope that AlphaTauri’s
package has potential, though Yuki
Tsunoda had a shocker. Tsunoda
“had absolutely no grip at all” in a
race that featured a hapless spin
exiting the chicane.
Zhou Guanyu had a relatively
anonymous race to 13th spot while
Haas’ promising start unravelled
as Kevin Magnussen sustained
minor front wing damage that led
to a compulsory stop, a situation
that irritated Guenther Steiner,

(Left) Norris scored good
points for McLaren

while both drivers then struggled
on the Hards. They were 14th and
16th, either side of the penalised
Ricciardo. Williams had its two
drivers at the back, Alexander Albon
ahead of Nicholas Latifi, after both
copped damage in separate scruffy
first lap incidents.
The Formula 1 paddock now parts
for a four-week break, after which
there’s a rapid-fire sequence of
events across Europe before the
flyaways begin. Right now, it’s
looking pretty good for the reigning
champion…

(Below) Perez hunts down
Alonso

(Top) Leclerc goes side by
side with Russell
(Right) The podium trio

RESULT
POS

DRIVER

TEAM

GAP

1

Max Verstappen

Red Bull

2

Lewis Hamilton

Mercedes

7.834

POS

DRIVER

PTS

3

George Russell

Mercedes

12.337

1

Max Verstappen

258

4

Carlos Sainz

Ferrari

14.579

2

Charles Leclerc

178

5

Sergio Perez

Red Bull

15.688

3

Sergio Perez

173

6

Charles Leclerc

Ferrari

16.047

4

George Russell

158

7

Lando Norris

McLaren

78.300

5

Carlos Sainz

156

8

Fernando Alonso

Alpine

+1 Lap

6

Lewis Hamilton

146

9

Esteban Ocon

Alpine

+1 Lap

7

Lando Norris

76

10

Sebastian Vettel

Aston Martin

+1 Lap

8

Esteban Ocon

58

11

Lance Stroll

Aston Martin

+1 Lap

12

Pierre Gasly

AlphaTauri

+1 Lap

POS

DRIVER

PTS

13

Zhou Guanyu

Alfa Romeo

+1 Lap

1

Red Bull

431

14

Mick Schumacher

Haas

+1 Lap

2

Ferrari

334

15

Daniel Ricciardo

McLaren

+1 Lap

3

Mercedes

304

16

Kevin Magnussen

Haas

+1 Lap

4

Alpine

99

17

Alexander Albon

Williams

+1 Lap

5

McLaren

95

18

Nicholas Latifi

Williams

+1 Lap

6

Alfa Romeo

51

19

Yuki Tsunoda

AlphaTauri

+2 Laps

7

Haas

34

20

Valtteri Bottas

Alfa Romeo

+5 Laps

8

AlphaTauri

20

DRIVERS’STANDINGS

CONSTRUCTORS’STANDINGS

MAX VERSTAPPEN

WINNER

SNAPSHOT

Verstappen overtook Leclerc
twice during the race

Stroll spins after
contact from Ricciardo
The winning
moment!

Success has been no stranger
to Verstappen of late

Vettel scored a point in his first race
after his retirement announcement

Marshalls clear up
the Turn 2 debris

TOP

SHOT
Alexander Albon kicks up a
shower of sparks as he rides
the kerb at Turn 4 from
the Hungaroring
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PORSCH E POISE D TO BUY 50
PE R CE NT OF RE D BULL
Details of Porsche’s Formula
1 entry have been revealed
in legal documents, with an
announcement set for next
month. The documents state
that Porsche is aiming to jump
into a 10-year partnership with
Red Bull, which will also include
a 50 per cent stake in the
Milton-Keynes squad.
Part of the procedure is to
obtain the all-clear from anticartel authorities around the
world, ensuring that there is
no inappropriate involvement
in the two companies forming
a partnership. This includes
inside the European Union,
however applications must
also be sent to 20 countries
outside the EU. One of these
countries is Morocco, whose
government legislation states
that applications are subject
to mandatory publication once
they are approved.

However, these were published
prematurely, according to
reports. It was rumoured
that there would be an
announcement of the deal
during the Austrian Grand Prix
weekend earlier this month.
However, it was postponed after
the World Motor Sport Council
did not approve the 2026 Power
Unit regulations.
It is likely that AlphaTauri, who
is Red Bull’s sister team, will
also race under Porsche power.
Porsche’s F1 entry has been
expected for some time, with
Volkswagen also looking to
add a second of their brands
(believed to be Audi) into the
sport going forward. Reports
say that Audi is negotiating
with Sauber over the potential
acquisition of 75 per cent of the
team shares.

Porsche’s much-anticipated F1 project is inching closer

Vettel will walk away
at the end of 2022

CLASSY VETTE L AN NOUNCES F1 RETI RE M E NT
AFTE R 2022
Four-time Formula 1 World
Champion Sebastian Vettel
will bring down the curtain on
a glittering 15-year career in
the championship at the end
of 2022. Vettel announced the
development on his newlycreated Instagram account
on Thursday, ahead of last
weekend’s Hungarian Grand
Prix. Vettel, third on the
list of all-time winners with
53 victories, claimed four
successive world titles with
Red Bull from 2010 through
2013. He made his debut with
Toro Rosso mid-2007, prior
to stepping up to Red Bull
for 2009, and switched to
Ferrari for the 2015 season.
He left Ferrari after 2020 and
has spent the last 18 months
competing for Aston Martin.

yesterday [Wednesday] by
telling the team I am going
to stop and not going to
continue, but there was a
lot of thought leading into
this. I think it’s the right time
for me to do other things. I
know how intense this job
is and how much dedication
goes into this and if you
do this I am convinced you
have to do it the right way. I
don’t get much pleasure and
motivation from being here
and just being part of it, so
the aim is and always has
been to win and compete at
the front. I think I have been
very privileged to have so
many great teams and cars
in the past that I was always
able to achieve so many
things.”

“The timeline takes us years
back,” Vettel said. “It’s not a
decision I made overnight.
The final decision was taken

Vettel says that thoughts of
being away from his family,
among other factors, led to
his decision. He has three

young children with wife
Hanna.
“So much dedication going
in also means a lot of time
in your head and with your
thoughts, but also physically
time away from home, from
kids and family,” he said. “I
have grown other things,
other than the children, other
interests and views have
grown and I can’t ignore
these voices. So ultimately,
the questions got bigger and
bigger and more central, to
a point where I make the
decision. It’s not a 100 per
cent or zero per cent decision,
it’s not like I hate racing from
now on, I still love racing,
but it’s probably the majority
that pulls me in a different
direction. I’m not making way,
because it’s my decision,
but I’m happy to head in a
different direction.”

N EWS BITES

STROLL: ASTON MARTI N WANTE D
VETTE L TO STAY

F1 has launched a campaign
called ‘Drive It Out’, targeted
at stamping out abuse of
fans, drivers, media and
personnel within the sport.
A study has outlined that
Miami’s local economy
received a $350m boost
from the inaugural grand
prix back in May.
W Series will race in
Singapore this year instead
of Japan due to logistical
challenges.

Aston Martin wanted
Vettel to stay for 2023

Lawrence Stroll says that Aston
Martin “made it clear” that it
wanted Sebastian Vettel to
continue into 2023, following
the German’s retirement. Vettel
joined Aston Martin on a multiyear deal ahead of the 2021
season and Stroll outlined that
the squad wanted the German
to remain.
“I want to thank Sebastian from
the bottom of my heart for the
great work that he has done
for Aston Martin over the past
year and a half,” said Stroll. “We
made it clear to him that we
wanted him to continue with
us next year, but in the end
he has done what he feels is
right for himself and his family,
and of course we respect that.
He has driven some fantastic
races for us, and, behind the
scenes, his experience and
expertise with our engineers
have been extremely valuable.
He is one of the all-time greats
of Formula 1, and it has been a

privilege to have been able to
work with him. He will continue
to race for us up to and
including the 2022 Abu Dhabi
Grand Prix, which will be his
300th Grand Prix entry. We will
give him a fabulous send-off.”
Aston Martin boss Mike
Krack also paid tribute to his
compatriot.
“Sebastian is a superb driver
– fast, intelligent and strategic
– and of course we are going
to miss those qualities,” said
Krack. “However, we have
all learned from him, and
the knowledge that we have
gained from working with him
will continue to benefit our
team long after his departure.
When we become fully
competitive – and we will – one
of the architects of that future
success will be Sebastian, and
we will always be grateful to
him for that.”

ALONSO H I NTS AT ALPI N E STAY BUT SAYS
ANY SEAT A CHANCE
Fernando Alonso says that
all Formula 1 seats that aren’t
yet secured for 2023 are
options for him, but asserts
that he is prioritising Alpine.
Alonso’s current contract
with Alpine expires at the
end of the current campaign,
after he joined the team
on a two-year deal in 2021.
There are a number of seats
open for the 2023 campaign,
with Aston Martin being the
most likely option for the
Spaniard if he was to leave
Alpine. Alonso says that he
will begin talks over his future
during the summer break,
and didn’t rule out a potential
departure from the French
manufacturer.
“From the beginning of the
summer break, it will be
the point I need to sit down
and conclude something,”
Alonso said. “The summer
break starts on Monday. All
Alonso says Alpine
remains his priority

the teams are an option as
long as they don’t have two
drivers signed. My priority is
to be with Alpine. We’ve been
working and developing this
project together for two years
now. We are more and more
competitive. Probably my
wish is to stay. But we didn’t
sit down completely and
move forward with things. So
still everything is ongoing.”
Alonso departed the sport
at the end of 2018 to pursue
racing projects elsewhere,
primarily in the World
Endurance Championship,
IndyCar and Dakar. However,
the 41-year-old says that he
is fully focussed on a return
to F1 in 2023, saying a seat
in another racing category is
not an attractive option for
him currently.
“I think I am fresh here [in F1],
very motivated,” he said. “I’m

looking forward so much into
next year, what the second
year of these rules will bring.
We race in Las Vegas, we
race maybe in South Africa.
All these things, they are very
appealing. I feel very fast this
year, last year was a struggle
a little bit. But this year I feel
at my 100 per cent. Now even
thinking about sportscars or
IndyCar it’s like ‘not now’. My
head is completely ‘remove
this’ and stay focused on F1.”

Carla’s Corner
By Claire Millins

As humans, we are all unique, one-of-a-kind with our own individual
qualities, talents,
feelings and desires. Yet as a collective we are all designed the same
; a single structure
composed of 37.2 trillion cells organised into tissues, organs, and
systems!
We all have a right to live our lives how we choose. But we also have
to respect other
people’s right to do the same. This also holds true for who you supp
ort in motorsport.
Whilst you may support one particular driver or team, you should
also respect other
people’s right to support someone different.

Talks being a catalyst for change
Let me start by asking you a question - What does community mean

life, despite the high-profile movements for individual rights?

to you?

particular area
The dictionary definition of community is: “The people living in one
interests, social
or people who are considered as a unit because of their common
group, or nationality.”
Motorsport is, in the very sense of the word, a community.
But that sense of community
seems to be crumbling before our
very eyes, and is turning into some
kind of tribal warfare with toxicity
on social media and, most recently,
stories of unsavoury behaviour towards fans at grands prix.
Now I don’t know about you, but I
think that is a sad state of affairs.
It seems that somewhere along the
way, we’ve lost sight of the bigger
picture; that is that no matter who
hip’ fast cars.
we are, on race weekends, we come together as a collective to ‘wors
began or a
Whether you’re a die-hard fan wh o’s been following F1 since time
a place for evenewcomer to the sport having watched Drive to Survive, there is
ld be a safe
ryone in the motorsport community. But, more importantly, it shou
space for all, an inclusive, welcoming community.
tackle online
The FIA have launched their ‘Drive It Out’ initiative, which aims to
website, at
and fan abuse, but is that enough? From what I can find on the FIA’s
respect.
the moment it’s nothing more than a video calling out the need for
ed by their abiliRespect, a feeling of admiration for someone, or something, elicit
ties, qualities or achievements.
es or rights.
Respect, the act of having due regard for someone’s feelings, wish
from everyday
Why has this simple action, respect, seemed to have disappeared

The FIA’s Drive It Out initiative will only work if everybody gets on
board, from teams
down to fans. I appreciate that the paddock is a high-pressured,
competitive environment, but if they can create a respectful atmosphere, then this shou
ld go some way to
help. This means snarky comments from ex-drivers, team owners,
team principals, and
anyone involved in the sport need calling out for what they are: disre
spectful!
After all, if you want change, you need to lead by example. Words
are cheap, action is
what matters.
Don’t get me wrong, everyone is entitled to their opinions, but there
is always a way to
state your opinion that doesn’t come across as rude, hateful or discr
iminatory. And just
because someone’s opinion differs from yours doesn’t mean you’r
e right and they’re
wrong. It’s just a difference of opinion. No need to get offended. Life
is not black and
white, right and wrong, there’s a whole lot of grey in between and
that’s how the human race has evolved and survived all these years. So, how can we,
as fans help recreate that respect and sense of belonging for everyone?
“Oh, but I’m just one person, I can’t do anything!” Yes, you can.
As the Dalai Lama said: “Just as ripples spread out when a single
pebble is dropped
into water, the actions of individuals can have far-reaching effects!”
Change starts with us. We are responsible for the choices we make
and the actions we
take. We can choose to be respectful of others or we can choose
to join in the online
pile-on. We can choose to care for others or we can choose to abus
e. We can choose
love or we can choose hate. If every one of us makes a conscious
choice to be responsible for our actions and respect others, maybe, just maybe, as a
collective we can create a big wave of change.
And always remember the wise words of Mrs Thumper: “If you can’t
say something
nice, don’t say nothing at all!”
Love
Aunty Carla
xx

TOP

SHOT
Valtteri Bottas navigates his
way through the river-esque
Hungary track

2022 INDYCAR SERIES

GALLAGHER GRAND PRIX
KEVIN DEJEWSKI / INDYCAR EDITOR
The NTT IndyCar Series returned to its home of Indianapolis Motor
Speedway once again this weekend for another run on the interior
road course. With plenty of experience on the track, teams were
seeking small gains to separate themselves from the rest of the
pack. Could Colton Herta repeat his win from earlier in the season
make a late charge for the championship?

QUALIFYING
unresolved situation to determine where he will drive next
season. His hope is that his
recent form will help convince
Zak Brown and the rest of the
McLaren team that he belongs
in competitive series, and does
not deserve to be moved back
to Formula E next season.

HIGHLIGHTS
Rosenqvist takes dominant pole in
second visit to the IMS road course
O’Ward muscles his way to a third
place start despite poor handling car
Ericsson suffers mechanical trouble
and cannot qualify
Unpredictable sets of tyres catch
out a couple drivers

Rosenqvist takes convincing pole as he
fights to keep his seat

W

hen the 25 cars took to
the 2.44-mile road course
on Friday, there was little that
was unexpected about the
track. As opposed to the previous two events, which returned to the schedule this
season after an absence, the
IMS road course has held races multiple times per year in
the recent past. That familiarity
meant small gains were what
the teams were seeking as they
headed out on track to decide
the pole winner for Saturday.
After two knockout rounds decided the lower portion of the
field, the final six drivers set
out for one final push to de-

cide the top spots. The drivers
were competitive and nearly
matched each other’s pace,
except for one. Felix Rosenqvist
showed his strength and pulled
out a lap that was nearly three
tenths of a second faster than
any of his rivals. The gap from
first to second was so large
that it was bigger than the difference between second and
sixth.
Rosenqvist’s convincing performance gave him his third
pole of his IndyCar career, and
continues his recent good form.
The performance came at a
crucial time for the 30-year-old,
who remains in the centre of an

Alexander Rossi was the driver that set the second fastest
time, and earned the outside
position of the front row. Rossi had shown a lot of pace in
the morning practice session,
and continued to be among the
fastest throughout qualifying.
A couple unexpected drivers
were among the top group,
including the other Arrow
McLaren SP driver Pato O’Ward.
His presence at the head of
the field is not a rarity, but
the Mexican driver struggled
greatly in morning practice and
started qualifying just a slow.
He was able to adjust his driving, however, and muscled his
car into the final round. He ended up third on the timesheets,
and completed an impressive
recovery to qualify alongside
Will Power on the second row.
Josef Newgarden was also a
somewhat unexpected name
at the top of the order, considering that the two-time cham-

pion had to be hospitalized for
a crash just last weekend. Although a concussion was not
confirmed from his paddock
fall, Newgarden spent the entire week resting and recovering ahead of this event. He was
cleared to take part in qualifying less than two hours before
it began, and drove as if nothing had happened. A fifth place
starting position is his reward
for working hard to be fit in
time for the important race.
The driver starting on the outside of row three will be the
rookie Christian Lundgaard. The
Danish driver has always been
fast at the IMS road course, and
qualified fourth in his debut
IndyCar race last season. Even
though he’s never started outside the top 10 on this track, he
has tended to struggle during
the race once tyre management comes into play.
A couple other drivers suffered
from what they described as inconsistent tyres, and were not
able to advance as far as they
would have liked. Both Colton
Herta and Conor Daly blamed
unexpected performance on
their final sets of Firestone
tyres for their troubles, and will
start in the ninth and tenth positions respectively. If they find
their race sets to be acceptable,

both will likely be able to climb
into higher positions during the
85-lap race.
Marcus Ericsson had the most
troubles of anyone on the grid,
as he was not even able to set
a single lap. When the championship leader pulled out to begin his first qualifying attempt,
he noticed trouble with his engine and had to abandon his
run. The problems were serious
enough that his Chip Ganassi
Racing crew had to replace his
engine overnight, which will
hopefully help Ericsson to climb
from his starting position at the
very back of the grid.
Saturday’s race is scheduled
take place at mid-day Saturday, after NASCAR has had a
chance to qualify for their own
race. It is unknown if the Goodyear rubber that the stock cars
lay down on the track will affect
IndyCar’s running, or if the drivers at the front will continue to
set the pace and run away with
a victory.

RACE
HIGHLIGHTS
Rossi breaks winless streak by taking the top spot of the podium
Lundgaard earns his first IndyCar
podium with convincing drive
After being cleared to race, Newgarden earns his sixth top 5 finish
of 2022
Herta suffers mechanical failure and
retires from the lead

on the harder black tyres. He
lost the lead on lap eight, and
quickly sank down the order. He
recovered some throughout the
rest of the race, but was only
able to manage a ninth place
finish on the day that started
with promise.

Rossi earns first win in three years with
victory at IMS

I

ndyCar returned home to the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
this past weekend for yet another race at the famed facility.
The second road course round
has been a part of the schedule
for a few years, and means that
a lot of time is spent getting to
know the 2.44-mile circuit. The
racing is varied each time the
series visits, however, and it is
the little details that mattered
the most in this weekend’s
event.
From the outset, there were instances of drivers who thought
they knew the track well, but
ended up pushing the envelope

too far. Pato O’Ward, who started in third position, found himself overrun by people making
ambitious dives into the very
first corner of the race. He was
shuffled aside in a three-wide
battle, and was tagged by Will
Power. The Mexican driver was
sent into a spin, and spent the
whole day attempting to recover from the back of the field.
While he worked on his task,
his team-mate Felix Rosenqvist
held the early lead out at the
front of the field. But his advantage soon evaporated as he
realized that his Arrow McLaren
SP Chevy was not working well

When Rosenqvist dropped
back, that gave the real stars
of the afternoon a chance to
take their turn at the head of
the field. Colton Herta moved
into the top spot after starting in ninth, and had the car to
beat. Pit stops cycled through
at staggered intervals, leaving
Scott McLaughlin and Will Power to each spend some time as
the lead driver, but Herta was
back out front by lap 30. He
looked set to stay there for the
duration, but it was not to be…
Early in the season, it was Herta’s over-aggressive driving
that cost him a few good finishes. Lately, however, it has
been mechanical and technical
issues that have been plaguing the young driver’s results.
A slow pit stop in Toronto likely
cost Herta the win in that race,
a drivetrain issue derailed his
good effort in Iowa, and this
weekend his gearbox simply
gave out on him while he was
leading. He had been driving
over a significant amount of
curbing before the issue, but
his line was no different than
any other driver. Herta coasted
to pit lane and retired, costing

him yet another good shot at
victory.
His retirement gifted Alexander Rossi the lead, who had
been lying in wait all afternoon.
The 30-year-old extended his
lead to a healthy four seconds,
then held station as the laps
counted down. Rossi’s win was
his first in three years, with his
last coming 49 races ago in
the 2019 Road America event.

(Below ) Rossi hunted Herta
before his team-mate suffered
machanical trouble
(Bottom) TThere’s not much
room to run side by side on the
IMS road course

The Californian had been on form
all weekend, and was very happy
to see that nothing derailed his
long-awaited victory.
“Relief I think is the main word,”
said Rossi, describing his emotions.
“We’ve had some race wins that
we’ve thrown away for sure, and
we’ve had some weekends where
we’ve just kind of not had the pace,
and for whatever reason. I think
the one constant has been just
the mental strength of the whole
team. As challenging as it is for me,
it’s also hard for them. They go in
every day and work their butts off,
and when they don’t get results, it’s
hard for them, as well. I think as a
unit, that’s one of our strengths is
being able to continue to just push
forward. It sucks what happened
to Colton but I’ve had my share of
things. It comes full circle, I guess.”

(Top) undgaard scored his
first IndyCar podium of his
young career
(Right) Four out of the last
five races have been podiums for Power

The driver finishing in second had
perhaps an equally good day,
as Christian Lundgaard notched
his first podium finish in IndyCar.
The rookie came out of the gates
swinging at this track last season
for his first ever race, and continues to gel well with the circuit.
Lundgaard managed his tyres well,
a previous difficulty for him, and
cruised home to a convincing second place finish. Expect more podiums out of the talented driver as
he becomes ever more familiar with
the machinery.
Rounding out the podium was Power, who has made a steady habit
out of standing on the celebratory
steps after nearly every race lately.
Four out of the last five races have
seen him spray champagne with

the winners, and that has placed
him very nicely atop the points
standings with only four races remaining. Power credits his newfound calmness behind the wheel
as the reason for his steady results,
and he is in prime position to earn
his second championship later this
year.
Scott McLaughlin crossed the line
in fourth, after using a bold tyre
strategy to his advantage. He was
one of only two drivers to stay out
for the first 23 laps on the softer
red tyres, and then was able to remove the less preferred black tyres
early due to a fortunately-time caution. The Kiwi started down in 15th,
but was able to climb 11 positions
in his productive day behind the
wheel.
Despite his injury the previous
weekend, Josef Newgarden proved
convincingly that he was as healthy
as ever. With no lingering concussion symptoms, the two-time
champion drove a heady race and
maintained his fifth-place starting
position through to the chequered
flag. If he was down on performance due to his recent injury,
there was no evidence of it from
the outside. Newgarden was followed up by Rinus VeeKay, who
stayed out of trouble all afternoon
and was able to log a decent result
of sixth.
Graham Rahal and Scott Dixon
filled the seventh and eighth spots
respectively, but neither started
anywhere near that position. Both
employed the most common pit
strategy, but were still able to carve
through the field from their starting

spots in the back half of the field.
The two veterans showed that
a good recovery drive is nearly
as good as a dominating victory
when it comes to building momentum.
On the topic of momentum and
recovery drives, those are apt
descriptions of Marcus Ericsson’s
day as well. The Swede was atop
the points standings coming into
the race, but suffered an engine
failure during qualifying and had
to start from the rear. Ericsson
moved slowly up through the field
and finished in the 11th position.
The effort was not quite good
enough for him to keep his points
lead, but shows once again that
he has what it takes to continue
the championship fight through to
the final race.
It was another tough afternoon
for AJ Foyt Racing, as both drivers
failed to make any headway during the day. Rookie Kyle Kirkwood
was mired at the back of the field
all day and finished as the last car
running in 23rd. Dalton Kellett was
caught up in a collision early in
the race, and ended up stalling his
car while attempting to get pointed the right direction. He also finished one lap down, and was not
able to get into the top 20.
A similarly poor performance
struck the Meyer Shank Racing
team, as both of their veteran
drivers had a weekend to forget.
Simon Pagenaud had the most
devastating trouble, as his crew
left him out on track one lap too
long and caused him to run out of
fuel. He was forced to pull over to
the side of the road, and finished

(Left) The IMS pagoda is
majestic in July as well as
April

in the final position. His teammate Helio Castroneves just never
had pace to compete with the cars
around him, and finished down
in 18th. Each driver is now on his
longest streak of poor results of
the season, and it is hard to think
that the team is not mostly responsible for the recent downturn.

(Below) Tight quarters for
pit stops

IndyCar’s busy summer continues next weekend, with a return
to the streets of Nashville. Marcus
Ericsson’s improbable win in the
inaugural event last season set
the stage for his impressively consistent performances since then,
and he will look to maintain his
claim as the only driver to win in
the Music City.

(Top) McLaughlin gained 11
positions and nearly earned
a podium
(Right) Crossing the yard of
bricks

RESULT
POS

DRIVER

GAP

LAPS LED

1

Alexander Rossi

01:48:39.1825

44

2

Christian Lundgaard

3.5441

–

3

Will Power

14.8481

7

4

Scott McLaughlin

15.9694

10

5

Josef Newgarden

18.4253

–

6

Rinus VeeKay

22.9626

–

7

Graham Rahal

23.3542

–

8

Scott Dixon

23.6130

–

9

Felix Rosenqvist

24.4659

7

10

Alex Palou

27.6401

–

11

Marcus Ericsson

35.0774

–

12

Pato O’Ward

43.0641

–

13

David Malukas

50.1868

–

14

Callum Ilott

51.9201

–

15

Takuma Sato

57.1069

–

16

Romain Grosjean

59.0527

–

17

Conor Daly

60.1316

–

18

Devlin DeFrancesco

61.7880

–

19

Helio Castroneves

63.4684

–

20

Jack Harvey

64.5997

–

21

Dalton Kellett

+1 Lap

–

22

Jimmie Johnson

+1 Lap

–

23

Kyle Kirkwood

+1 Lap

–

24

Colton Herta

+43 Laps

17

25

Simon Pagenaud

+51 Laps

–

DRIVER’STANDINGS
POS

DRIVER

PTS

1

Will Power

431

2

Marcus Ericsson

422

3

Josef Newgarden

399

4

Scott Dixon

393

5

Pato O’Ward

385

6

Alex Palou

379

7

Scott McLaughlin

350

8

Alexander Rossi

318

ALEXANDER ROSSI

WINNER

SNAPSHOT

Rahal earned his seventh
top 10 of the season

Kellett spun and stalled his car,
bringing out the first caution
Speeding through the inner road
course of the iconic facility

Grosjean did not have the pace
that his team-mates had

Palou’s chrome paint job
stood out on the track

JUNCOS RETAI NS I LOTT FOR
2023 SEASON

POWERED BY MOTORSPORTWEEK.COM

BORN I N
TH E USA

Juncos Hollinger Racing has
announced that it will retain the
driver services of Callum Ilott for
the 2023 IndyCar season and
beyond. Both Ilott and the team
are competing in their inaugural
full time IndyCar season this
year, and have decided to
continue their partnership as
both grow and mature within
the series.
The deal was described
as a long-term, multi-year
agreement, and will see the
young driver continue to
grow and learn in a stable
environment. Ilott’s extension
with JHR means that he is
off the driver market, and
will not play into the ongoing
uncertainty surrounding
Ganassi’s #10 entry and the few
other open seats thought to be
available for next season.
“We’ve got some clear goals
that we need to achieve towards
the end of this year,” said Ilott.
“Then I think over the winter
the hard work starts again to
develop, get the most out of
this IndyCar paddock, and try

to push to get as many results
as possible in the next couple
years. Yeah, I’m super excited
to continue what we’re doing,
show what we can do as a little
powerhouse.”
Ilott has earned one top 10
finish this season, and sits
firmly in the middle of the rookie
points race despite missing
one race due to a hand injury
sustained in the Indianapolis
500. Previously, he raced for
two years in Formula 2 and held
various roles as test and reserve
driver for the Alfa Romeo and
Ferrari Formula 1 teams over
the past couple years. He
temporarily gave up his position
at the Ferrari Driver Academy
to pursue a career in IndyCar
starting in late 2021, and is now
firmly committed to a career
stateside despite technically still
being part of the program.

Harvey’s results have been markedly
worse since switching to RLL

HARVEY'S RLL SWITCH NOT PROVI DI NG
EXPECTE D I M PROVE M E NT
Near the end of the 2021
IndyCar season, Jack Harvey
announced that he would
be leaving the team he had
raced with since entering
the series in order to help
progress his career. He gave
notice to Meyer Shank Racing
in July last year that he would
be moving over to Rahal
Letterman Lanigan Racing for
the 2022 season to drive the
team’s third car.
Harvey hoped that the switch
to a more established team,
which has many wins under
its belt across 30 years in the
series, would give him his
long-awaited first win as well
as better results in general.
That plan has not worked
out so far, however, and the
29-year-old has found himself

Ilott is now off the driver market for next season

further down the order than
he has since running full time
starting in 2020.
Harvey had often found
himself fighting for top 10
places in Meyer Shank Racing,
but some questionable
strategy calls helped seal his
decision to move on and try
to find better results with a
new team. However, his best
result so far since switching
to RLL is 13th, and he is much
lower in the points standings.
“Not very good,” said Harvey
of his season, speaking
with Motorsport Monday.
“How could you rate it
anything other than that?
It hasn’t been great. Team
performance in general has
been a little down. When we

have had some pace in the
Indy GP, even in Toronto, we
had some things go against
us. Some of it was in our
control, some wasn’t in our
control.
“We have to do better at
controlling those variables,
and making the most of it
when we’re in a position to
have a good result. The first
half of the season had some
promise, had some bad bits.
We just have to work on all
that together. We want to
do more. I came here for a
specific set of reasons, and I
want to do more.”

N EWS BITES
Marcus Ericsson recently
received praise from fellow
IndyCar driver Will Power,
who described the exFormula 1 driver as the ‘best
racer in the series’.

GANASSI SUES PALOU OVE R
CONTRACT DISPUTE
Palou continues to put in good
performances despite the legal issue

Chip Ganassi Racing has sued
its driver Alex Palou over the
ongoing contract dispute
between itself and rival team
Arrow McLaren SP. With the
reigning IndyCar champion
seemingly under contract with
both teams for the 2023 season,
the matter will be taken to the
courts to decide which team
Palou will be associated with
next season. The lawsuit was
filed in Marion County, Indiana,
which contains Indianapolis
and many of the series’ team
operations.
“Alex Palou is under contract
with Chip Ganassi Racing
through the end of the 2023
season,” reads a statement
from CGR. “He is a valued
member of our team, and we
will continue to support him
in chasing wins, podiums,
and IndyCar championships.
As the result of a competing
racing team improperly
attempting to contract with
him notwithstanding the clear
terms of our contract, we are

O'WARD: WE HAVE 'TH ROWN AWAY AN EASY
100 POI NTS' TH IS SEASON
Pato O’Ward may have
claimed one win and two
podiums in the dual races
from Iowa Speedway over the
weekend, but he still feels
that he should be higher in
the championship fight. There
have been multiple races
where the young Mexican
driver has not been able to
get results that matched
his potential, including two
consecutive engine failures at
Road America and Mid-Ohio.

proceeding to legal process
pursuant to the contract. Any
and all inquiries on the matter
will be handled by our legal
counsel.”
In a single day earlier in July,
an extension was announced
to Palou’s contract at Ganassi,
Palou himself refuted the claims
on social media, and McLaren
announced they had actually
signed him for 2023. There was
hope that the matter could
be resolved via inter-team
discussions, but that appears to
not be the case with the matter
now being sent to the courts.
The resolution of the 25-yearold’s situation has knock-on
effects elsewhere on the grid, as
Felix Rosenqvist and potentially
others are competing directly
for Arrow McLaren SP’s third
seat. Those who are not given
the opportunity to drive the #7
entry could be moved to one of
McLaren’s other race programs,
including Formula E.

Other miscues throughout
the season have meant
that, despite logging two
wins, he sits high in the
points standings with four
races remaining in the 2022
season. Asked what he feels
is the biggest hindrance to
him moving higher in the
standings, O’Ward described
the easy gains that have been
O’Ward had mechanical failures at
two consecutive races this season

thrown away throughout the
season.
“I think the biggest thing is
because everybody that’s
fighting for the championship
is having good weekends,”
said O’Ward. “No one is
having bad weekends. For
us, we’ve thrown away and
we’ve given away an easy 100
points just either whether it
was a strategy or if it was… I
won’t mention the other ones.
We’ve just thrown away a lot
of points that would have put
us in a way better position of
where we are right now.
“I have no other choice but
to try and claw back. We
can just be more risky than
others. I really don’t care.
[Championship positions]
four, five and six for me
doesn’t really change

anything. I don’t care for
sixth or fourth. We need to
go for [positions] one and
two because we’ve already
got a four and a three. The
only way to do that is to win
because you’re not going to
get those points by being
consistently in the top five. I
think if you’re in the lead, it
would be a different story,
but we’re not.”

TOP

SHOT
Sebastian Vettel lends a helping hand repairing his Aston
Martin following his FP3
crash

2021/22 FIA FORMULA E WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

LONDON EPRIX
SARA ESPOSITO / REPORTER
As Formula E nears the closing stages of Season 8, the
all-electric series head to London for another double-header events. Success would be crucial, and mistakes would be costly. Who could handle to pressure
and take an important step toward World Championship
glory?

QUALIFYING

better for the two other title
contenders - after a mistake on
his last group attempt, Mitch
Evans fell down to eighth in
Group A. He would be later promoted to seventh place after
Lucas Di Grassi saw all of his
lap times deleted as he was
given a penalty for impeding.

HIGHLIGHTS
Vandoorne the only driver in the title
fight to make it to the Duels

Dennis scores the first pole of the season
for Andretti

Dennis takes the first Pole of the
season for Andretti

T

here are just four rounds left
- four championship contenders, two double-headers.

Sette Camara shines in Qualifying
Throwback to Diriyah: Vandoorne vs
Dennis

Round 12 in the Big Apple had
seen Stoffel Vandoorne take
over the lead of the championship ahead of Edoardo Mortara.
The gap between the two - 11
points - would be, in fact, identical to the one Vandoorne had
over the Swiss-Italian driver
before the New York races.
Now leading both championships, Vandoorne and Mercedes
EQ would go into the double
header of the London E-Prix as
the favourites to win the title
- one eye on the podium, and

the other on avoiding incidents
which last year were copious
around the tricky, although
iconic layout of the ExCeL London Circuit.
To help with their mission,
Round 13 dealt another blow
to Mortara’s title pursuit; after
struggling for both grip and
pace around the changing conditions of the indoor-to-outdoor
London layout, the Venturi driver was not able to make it into
the top four of his Qualifying
group on Saturday, and was
therefore excluded from the
Quarter-Finals.
The situation was not much

Similarly, Jean-Eric Vergne was
unable to make an impression
in the early stages of Qualifying, and ended up being excluded from the Duels as well.
He would go on to start Race
1 from the 13th grid slot - just
in front of Evans’ Jaguar in 14th
place.
Vandoorne was the only driver involved in the title fight to
make it to the Duels. However,
he could not snatch the three
additional points of the Pole
Position from an unstoppable
Jake Dennis, who first topped
the timing sheet in his own
Group, and then made quick
work of every driver going 1v1
with him in the Duels.
The first Quarter-Final round
saw André Lotterer pitched
against Vandoorne; the Porsche driver lost out in the direct
comparison, managing only the
eighth slot on the grid for the
Saturday race. Across from him
in seventh place was Envision’s

Nick Cassidy, who could not
get the better of Vandoorne’s
team-mate Nyck de Vries in the
third duelling round.
Nissan e.dams’ Maximilian
Gunther lost out to Dennis,
slotting just behind Oliver
Askew in the Andretti on the
third row on the starting grid.
Sergio Sette Camara was the
last driver to join the top four
in the Semi-Finals, once again
showing impressive pace in his
red and white Dragon/Penske.
The Brazilian driver was not
able to win the duel against
Vandoorne and proceed to the
Final, but he managed to score
a very respectable fourth position ahead of Askew.
Try as he might, De Vries could
not beat Dennis and secure a
1-2 for Mercedes EQ, and so the
final Duel was a throwback to
the first ever Duels Final back
in Diriyah: Dennis and Vandoorne - a close, fierce battle
to the last tenth of a second which ultimately saw the British
driver place his red Andretti on
the first slot on the grid with a
blistering 1m 13.161s.
“That’s one of the best things
about obviously racing In Formula E - if you do a good job,
you can hear the crowd,” said

the 27-year-old, who was given a standing ovation from the
passionate British crowd. “I’ve
had such a good day - first
in practice, through to all the
Qualifying Duels and then to go
head to head with Stoffel in the
end was tight. It was incredible
and honestly, the car has been
absolutely amazing today. We
made a really good step forward from yesterday and to
get the team that first pole this
year is exceptional.”
Managing track evolution
throughout the session was
the key to interpret Qualifying with the London circuit already
making it tricky for both the
teams and the drivers to find
the right grip and balance due
to its indoor-to-outdoor layout - a challenge that would be
doubled in the race.

RACE
HIGHLIGHTS
Dennis takes strategical approach
to beat the Mercedes duo
Vandoorne extends his Championship lead
de Vries loses the podium after a
penalty
Sette Camara goes without points
after a strong race

Dennis and the Andretti
team understood immediately that they were trapped
in a 2-vs-1 scenario where
Nyck de Vries could be helping championship leader and
team-mate Stoffel Vandoorne.
Andretti reacted promptly to
Mercedes’ strategy, activating
the boost to defend against
the Mercedes EQ duo. It was
a well-executed move, which
left Vandoorne unable to do
anything but wait for a mistake from Dennis - a mistake
that never came.

Dennis dominate first London E-Prix

I

t was a dominant, flawless
display, a win that was never in doubt for Jake Dennis
- who maybe benefited from
the changes to the London
layout, or maybe was simply
spurred on by a very enthusiastic home crowd, which must
have been happy to return to
the ExCeL London Circuit to
watch Formula E live after the
closed-door event held there
last year in the midst of the
pandemic.
The initial part of the circuit
runs indoors, and the spectators were able to watch the
start of the race under the
lights of the London Exhibition
Center. The layout underwent

some changes since 2021; the
track has been resurfaced,
and the back-to-back hairpins
have been replaced with two
fast chicanes from Turn 10 to
Turn 13 - which, while being
successful in avoiding incidents, also deprives chasing
drivers of another overtaking
opportunity.
Attack Mode has also been
moved over to a key overtaking spot at Turn 16 to encourage closer racing - and it was
Turn 16 that marked the deciding moment of the race, when
Nyck de Vries, who was running in third, became the fastest man on track after going
through the loop.

“That was one of the hardest races I’ve ever done, just
physically,” Dennis said. “As
the rubber got laid down on
the surface, it was so hard to
turn the steering wheel. We
managed it, the car was amazing. A super technical race,
just trying to manage Stoffel
and Nyck, the two team-mates
working together. I had to
manage to manage that but
nevertheless the team did a
great job. It was incredible, the
strategy was strong. It was
just a case of bringing it home
in the last 15 laps.”
The championship leader however did not look too disappointed with the result - and
with good reason. Vandoorne’s
pace was good, the car was
strong, and there would be
another race on the following
day. His second position in the

(Below) Dennis takes off from
pole position
(Bottom) Cassidy finished on
the podium for Envision

first round meant that he added
18 points to his seemingly unstoppable title pursuit. In a way,
he was also a winner on Saturday - and so was Mercedes EQ,
with 26 points total gained over
main title rival DS Techeetah.

(Top) Vergne has a weekend to
forget
(Right) The tight track delivered
plenty of drama

It could have been more, but a
late penalty for de Vries dropped
him down to sixth position. The
Dutch driver joined his teammate and Dennis for the podium celebrations, but later had
to hand his P3 trophy to Nick
Cassidy - who happily accepted
it, after feeling like he had been
wronged in their earlier duel. In
the closing stages of the race,
the two were engaged in a fierce
battle for the last step on the
podium. It was close, perhaps a
bit too close: de Vries’ defensive
manoeuvres - with one change
of direction too many on the
start/finish straight going into
Turn 1 - were deemed illegal by
the Stewards, who handed him a
five-second penalty for his driving.
Dennis’ team-mate Oliver Askew
and Jaguar’s Mitch Evans each
gained a spot due to de Vries’
penalty - slotting up in fourth
and fifth position respectively.
This also meant that Evans, now
second in the standings ahead
of Edoardo Mortara, was able to
score two additional points on
main title rival Vandoorne, with
the gap between the two reading
24 points.
Apart from that last-lap battle
between de Vries and Cassidy,
the front-runners remained un-

disturbed for the majority of the
race, with most of the action and the drama - concentrating,
as usual, towards the middle and
the rear of the pack.
There was early chaos in the
Turn 1 and 2 complex, with debris
left out on the track for a number of laps after the messy start.
Mortara’s Saturday went from
bad to worse, as he first failed
to qualify for the Duels and was
then involved in a Lap 1 pile-up
into the first turn complex, which
caused the premature end of
Sam Bird’s race. All things considered, the Venturi driver was
lucky to be able to continue after the initial contact, but he
sustained damage to his front
suspension and wing and was
forced to an early stop which
effectively ended his chances to
score points and defend his position in the standings.
Jean-Eric Vergne had a similar
fate; after making contact at the
start with team-mate Da Costa, the French driver was unable
to find the pace to go through
the pack, received a five-second penalty for his move in
Turn 16 on Alexander Sims, and
would finish the race outside
of the points in 14th position. It
could very well mean the end
for Vergne’s title fight - the Techeetah driver fourth in the
standings, 45 points behind Vandoorne after Race 1.
It was a bittersweet ending for
Sergio Sette Camara, who was
starting the race in fourth position and ended it before he could

even see the chequered
flag. After a mighty effort in
qualifying, on a track that
perhaps suited both the car
and his driving style, the
Brazilian driver was able
to keep up to pace with
the front-runners - even
briefly overtaking de Vries
for third - until the second
round of activations. Sette
Camara was then the first
to go through the loop
again, triggering the reaction of the top two on Lap
17. The energy at his disposal however began to wane
soon after. On his radio, the
Dragon driver complained
about “looking like a clown”
as his notoriously underpowered Penske powertrain
caused his fallback through
the pack.
Robin Frijns, in the bright
green Envision, was the
first driver to go for Attack

Mode when he was running
up in ninth - setting up a
chain reaction in the field.
His aggressive driving ultimately cost him a five-second penalty for moving
under braking, and in the
end, he could only manage
a disappointing 16th place
just ahead of Dan Ticktum
and Mortara.

recovery race, managing to
go from eighteenth to tenth
on the grid, and scoring one
point for Porsche. In front
of him, in 9th, Lucas Di
Grassi in his ROKiT Venturi who was able to score two
points after being judged at
fault for the collision with
Frijns in Turn 16.

E.dams driver Maximilian
Gunther managed to hold
on to the top 10 in eighth
position after falling victim to Evans’ brilliant late
charge. António Félix Da
Costa, who was starting
from the 11th slot on the
grid, was able to make the
best out of the drama and
the retirements and recovered to a respectable 7th
place.
Pascal Wehrlein was also
the protagonist of a strong

(Bottom) Evans finished
fifth for Jaguar

RESULT 1
POS

DRIVER

TEAM

GAP

1

Jake Dennis

Andretti Autosport

2

Stoffel Vandoorne

Mercedes

2.223

3

Nick Cassidy

Virgin Racing

12.663

4

Oliver Askew

Andretti Autosport

14.904

5

Mitch Evans

Jaguar Racing

17.128

6

Nyck de Vries

Mercedes

17.367

7

Antonio Felix da Costa

Techeetah

17.733

8

Maximilian Gunther

DAMS

22.067

9

Lucas di Grassi

Venturi

32.139

10

Pascal Wehrlein

Porsche Team

34.347

11

Sébastien Buemi

DAMS

35.307

12

Andre Lotterer

Porsche Team

35.508

13

Alexander Sims

Mahindra Racing

40.345

14

Jean-Eric Vergne

Techeetah

41.057

15

Oliver Turvey

NIO Formula E Team

41.293

16

Robin Frijns

Virgin Racing

44.023

17

Dan Ticktum

NIO Formula E Team

51.947

18

Edoardo Mortara

Venturi

78.796

19

Sergio Sette Camara

Dragon Racing

79.394

20

Antonio Giovinazzi

Dragon Racing

DNF

21

Oliver Rowland

Mahindra Racing

DNF

22

Sam Bird

Jaguar Racing

DNF

JAKE DENNIS

WINNER

TOP

SHOT
Fernando Alonso poses with a
cake as he celebrated his
41st birthday this past
weekend

QUALIFYING 2
HIGHLIGHTS
Dennis takes back-to-back poles at
London Exhibit Center
Di Grassi goes from last to the first
row on the grid
Antonio Giovinazzi first Duels appearance
None of the title contenders made it
past the Groups stage

Dennis makes it two from two in quali

I

t was once again - and perhaps to no one’s surprise - a
mighty Jake Dennis who topped
Qualifying around the London
ExCeL Circuit with 1m 12.535s the fastest time of the weekend.
The Andretti driver looked at
ease throughout the entire session. He made the best out of
the 22 turns around the London
circuit and was half a second
faster than Sébastien Buemi
in the first round of Duels, and
then again dominant against
António Félix Da Costa in the
Semi-Finals.
The Final came down Dennis,
who was the winner of Round
13 and Lucas Di Grassi. After a

disappointing Qualifying on Saturday - where he was relegated
to the back of the grid after a
penalty which the Venturi driver
deemed to be unfair - Di Grassi
found his form on Sunday. He
was blisteringly fast - in fact
even faster than Dennis - until the very last round, where a
mistake compromised his lap.
One of the exciting perks of the
Duels format is that it leaves
absolutely no room for mistakes
- therefore it was only natural
that mistakes, and in some cases misfortunes, were a deciding
factor in all stages of Qualifying.
Nyck de Vries lost out to Antonio Giovinazzi in the Quarter-Fi-

nals after a costly lock-up, and
Oliver Askew crashed his red
Andretti out of the duel with Di
Grassi.

Qualifying, when Giovinazzi
shot up to P2, bumping Vergne
down to P5, and to a P10 start
in the race.

It marked the most notable
events for Giovinazzi, as the
ex-Formula 1 driver made it
through the Duels for the first
time since his Formula E debut,
and he was able to not only
knock-out reigning champion
Nyckde Vries and proceed to
the penultimate round (where
he lost against Di Grassi), but
also to snatch P3 on the grid of
Race 2 from Da Costa. It was a
valiant effort from the Italian
driver, who perhaps like Sergio
Sette Camara in the Saturday
rounds was just able to find the
right feeling with his red and
white Dragon car on the less
power-hungry London circuit.

The DS Techeetah driver was,
however, the best placing title
contender - if we can still talk
about a title pursuit for Vergne
- in this Round 14 Qualifying.
Championship leader Stoffel
Vandoorne could not manage
more than a seventh row start
in P13, as he was forced to slow
down in order to create a gap
before his last push, and lost
some temperature in his tyres,
or perhaps his brakes, which
caused him to lock-up into Turn
1.

Nick Cassidy was the only Envision driver to make it to the
Duels, but he was not able to
advance to the Semi-Finals due
to a mistake in his duel with Da
Costa. The DS Techeetah driver
never matched his rivals’ pace
through this stage of Qualifying,
but was still able to secure the
fourth slot on the grid.
His team-mate Jean-Eric Vergne
was less lucky; he looked to be
through to the Duels until the
very last seconds of his group’s

Dennis, Da Costa, de Vries and
Askew were the only drivers
to make it through for Group
A - with not only Vandoorne,
but also Edoardo Mortara who,
unlike his team-mate, has been
unable to express his pace
around the London Circuit, also
excluded from the Quarter-Finals.
Monaco pole-sitter Mitch Evans was given a chance to get
ahead of Vandoorne and extend
his gap on Mortara in the Group
B qualifying, but unfortunately
he was also unable to make the
best out of it. Di Grassi, Giovinazzi, Cassidy and Buemi all

made it through the first stage,
but a costly mistake saw Evans
excluded from the Duels and
relegated behind Vandoorne
and only 14th on the grid.
With Dennis planning to make
it double and Giovinazzi hoping
to score his first points of the
season - and the first points
for Dragon, too - Vandoorne’s
main focus would be avoiding
chaos and damage in order
to preserve his championship
lead - always a hard task when
starting right in the middle of
the pack.

RACE 2
HIGHLIGHTS
Di Grassi scores first Venturi win at
London E-prix
Mercedes drama with de Vries on
the podium and Vandoorne in the
lead
The end of the dream for Vergne and
Mortara
Sette Camara scores first points for
Dragon/Penske

Di Grassi takes first Venturi win at second
London E-Prix

I

t was redemption day in London for Lucas Di Grassi, who
played the long game and won
the second race of the London
Formula E weekend ahead of
Jake Dennis with a last-minute
power strike.

ExCeL Circuit, di Grassi prepared for what he knew would
be a race to win on strategy.
And then, he made it work.

It was looking good right from
the start for ROKiT Venturi driver di Grassi; his Sunday started
with a strong showing in Qualifying, where he made it to the
Duels Final against Round 13
polesitter and winner Jake Dennis.

With three four-minute rounds
of Attack Mode available for
Race 2, Dennis went through
the loop a second time ceding
his lead - which up until that
point had remained untouched
- to di Grassi. Interestingly, the
Venturi driver decided to make
his third and final jump soon
after, leaving Dennis with one
in hand.

When Dennis beat him in the
last round, scoring two back-toback poles around the London

This is where di Grassi really
made his move: he kept close
to the bright red Andretti of

Dennis - even attempting to
overtake him - but being met
with a stern defence; when
the Brit went for his last 30kW
boost, however, the Venturi
driver made good use of his
battery and the FanBoost advantage for a late push and
managed to stretch his lead
over Dennis, who finished three
seconds behind him after falling off the pace.
“It means everything,” di Grassi
said, moments after stepping
out of the car. “Congratulations
to all my competitors, all the
great drivers out there. It was a
massive fight with Jake, it was
very strategic, using the Attack
Mode in the right moments,
saving energy in the right moment. The team gave me the
perfect feedback, the car was
amazing today. After what happened yesterday, I think we
deserve it very much.”
Joining them on the podium again after Round 13, despite
later losing his position to a
penalty - was Nyck de Vries.
There was a bit of radio drama when Mercedes asked the
Dutch driver to swap his position with team-mate Stoffel
Vandoorne, who had managed
to recover to a brilliant fourth
after failing to qualify to the
Quarter Finals earlier in the
day. However with Mitch Evans,
Jean-Eric Vergne and Edoardo
Mortara all out of the points,
it seemed like a cruel request

for de Vries, who opposed his
team’s request and went on to
finish the race on the last step
of the podium ahead of Vandoorne.
The championship lead is all
but solidly in the Belgian’s
hands: with twelve additional
points scored today ahead of all
of his rivals - including Evans,
the closest one, who was himself running up in fourth before
a technical issue on his Jaguar
forced him to retire the car Vandoorne now only needs to
make sure he does not have
a flop in the last two Seoul
rounds to secure the title, as he
is 36 points clear.
“I’m feeling exhausted, the
race was super hard. A lot of
rubber was coming down, the
wheel was being super, super
hard. It was a good day. It [the
points gap] is definitely a more
comfortable buffer to have, I’d
rather be in my position than

anyone else’s. I got to keep my
feet on the ground, it’s Formula E. It’s not over until it’s over.
We’ve seen some turnarounds,
Mitch has won two races in a
row before this. I can’t afford to
do anything wrong.”
Round 14 possibly marked the
end of Vergne and Mortara’s
title pursuit. Coming from an
already disappointing result
in Round 13, the DS Techeetah
driver was forced to an early
retirement in the opening laps
of Sunday’s race. After sustaining damage to his radiator in a
contact, the French driver came
to a halt on the track and triggered the appearance of the
Porsche Safety Car.
In the black Venturi, Mortara
fell victim to his own ambition.

(Bottom) Buemi finished sixth
for Nissan E.dams

His failure to qualify higher than a
disappointing P17 meant that the
Swiss-Italian driver had to take
every opportunity presented to
him in the race to make it through
the pack. His move on Sam Bird,
however, took him over the very
fine line between ambition and
delusion: in an attempt to overtake
the Jaguar driver for ninth, he sent
his car spinning, and so Mortara
fell back through the pack, outside
of the points, and down in 13th.

(Top) Giovinazzi was one of
seven retirements from the race
(Right) Third and fourth for
Mercedes, allowed them to
extend their points lead

With Di Grassi winning the race
and Antonio Felix Da Costa managing to hold on to a fifth place
finish, Venturi and DS Teecheetah were still able to score points
- and invert their positions in the
Teams’ standings at the same
time. With Mercedes and Vandoorne’s leads only growing bigger
over the London double-header,
however, Round 13 and 14 felt like
a fruitless effort for these two
teams, each failing to capitalize
on their previous margin in both
championships.
Sébastien Buemi and Robin Frijns
both had a quiet but solid Sunday, finishing in the points in sixth
and seventh position respectively.
Round 14 was, however, a turning
point for both Dragon/Penske drivers.
Antonio Giovinazzi surprised
everyone - including himself - earlier in the day when he qualified
his car in third position ahead of
Da Costa and de Vries. His pace
however was not sufficient to keep
up with the frontrunners in the
race, and the Italian driver was
first slapped with a drive-through

penalty for over-power when he
was running in fifth, and then retired from the race before seeing
the chequered flag for the second
day in a row.
Team-mate Sergio Sette Camara
had a very different race; coming back from P19 on the grid, the
Brazilian driver managed a stunning drive to ninth, and scored
the first ever points for Dragon/
Penske. Ironic - if not a bit poetic
- considering that he was not able
to snatch a single point in Round
13, where he was starting from the
fourth slot on the grid, due to an
unknown issue which saw him run
out of power before the end of the
race.
The last point - and the last spot
in the top 10 - went to Pascal
Wehrlein, while Alexander Sims,
André Lotterer and Maximilian
Gunther all failed to score in the
race.
Formula E will head to Seoul for
the season finale on August 13 and
14 - one last double header on a
brand-new circuit, which may still
bring some surprises in the championship.

RESULT 2
POS

DRIVER

TEAM

1

Lucas di Grassi

Venturi

2

Jake Dennis

Andretti Autosport

3.191

3

Nyck de Vries

Mercedes-Benz EQ

4.508

4

Stoffel Vandoorne

Mercedes-Benz EQ

10.358

5

Antonio Felix da Costa

DS Techeetah

GAP

DRIVERS’STANDINGS
POS

DRIVER

PTS

1

Stoffel Vandoorne

185

2

Mitch Evans

149

3

Edoardo Mortara

144

4

Jean-Eric Vergne

128

5

Antonio Felix da Costa

116

13.946

6

Sébastien Buemi

DAMS

20.399

7

Robin Frijns

Envision Racing

20.850

8

Sam Bird

Jaguar

21.748

9

Sergio Sette Camara

Dragon Racing

28.913

6

Lucas di Grassi

111

10

Pascal Wehrlein

Porsche Team

29.685

7

Robin Frijns

110

11

Alexander Sims

Mahindra Racing

30.611

8

Nyck de Vries

106

12

Andre Lotterer

Porsche Team

31.644

13

Edoardo Mortara

Venturi

35.147

14

Oliver Turvey

NIO Formula E Team

37.285

15

Maximillian Gunther

Nissan e.dams

79.833

16

Mitch Evans

Jaguar

DNF

17

Nick Cassidy

Envision Racing

CONSTRUCTORS’STANDINGS
POS

DRIVER

PTS

1

Mercedes-EQ FE Team

291

2

Rokit Venturi Racing

255

3

DS Techeetah

244

4

Jaguar Racing

200

5

Envision Racing

172

6

Tag Heuer Porsche

128

7

Andretti FE Team

112

8

Nissan E.Dams

34

DNF

18

Oliver Askew

Andretti Autosport

DNF

19

Antonio Giovinazzi

Dragon Racing

DNF

20

Jean-Eric Vergne

DS Techeetah

DNF

21

Dan Ticktum

NIO Formula E Team

DNF

22

Oliver Rowland

Mahindra Racing

DNF

LUCAS DI GRASSI

WINNER

SNAPSHOT
Askew was
fourth in race 1

The start
was frantic

TOP

SHOT
Rosenqvist and Rahal race
side-by-side
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I MSA WI LL RACE AT
I N DIANAPOLIS I N 2023
IMSA’s WeatherTech Sportscar
Championship will race at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
home of the Indy 500, in 2023,
the series has announced.
The two hour, 40 minute race
will take place on Sunday 17th
September on the 14-turn IMS
road course. In addition, the
IMSA Michelin Pilot Challenge
will also host a race the
previous day, with the entire
weekend named ‘Battle on the
Bricks’.
This marks the return of IMSA
and sportscars to the worldfamous track and the first
time IMSA has visited since
2014. Looking into the future,
2024 and 2025 will see longer
races going into the night as
part of the Endurance Cup, the
IMSA WeatherTech Sportscar
Championship’s longer race
series comprising the Rolex 24
at Daytona, Sebring 12 Hours,
Watkins Glen 6 Hours and Petit
Le Mans, held at Road Atlanta.

More details for next year’s
race, including a schedule and
class structure, will be released
shortly.
“Indianapolis Motor Speedway
is hallowed ground in the world
of motorsport, and we are
honored to bring IMSA and the
WeatherTech Championship
back to IMS,” IMSA President
John Doonan said. “There has
been mutual interest and many
conversations between IMSA
and IMS leadership for quite
some time to bring our brand of
premium endurance sports car
racing back to the Speedway
and our collective fans.
“As we launch an exciting new
era in 2023 and introduce
GTP as our top category of
prototypes alongside many of
our other successful categories
and sanctioned series, the
timing is right for a full weekend
of IMSA action in Indianapolis
and on NBC next fall.”

BMW’s new M Hybrid V8 LMDh prototype
alongside the V12 LMR from 1999

BMW AN NOUNCES RETURN TO WEC AN D LE
MANS I N 2024
BMW will return to Le Mans
in 2024 with its M Hybrid
V8 LMDh car, the German
manufacturer has announced.
The company is competing
in IMSA with its brand new
car next year, in the new GTP
class. However, a Le Mans
campaign had not been
announced when the car was
unveiled back in June.
Now, however, it has been
officially announced BMW
will compete in 2024 in
the top World Endurance
Championship class,
Hypercar, and will also
compete at the 24 Hours
of Le Mans, a round of the
WEC. It is currently unknown
which team will campaign the
BMW cars as a factory effort.
However BMW’s press release
does mention, in passing,

IMSA president John Doonan announcing IMSA’s return to IMS

RMG, which used to campaign
BMW cars in the DTM. The
new car completed its first
rollout today at Varano, in
Italy, near Dallara’s base, with
BMW factory drivers Conor de
Phillippi and Sheldon van der
Linde at the wheel. The car is
based on the underpinnings
of the Dallara P217, the same
as Cadillac’s as-yet unnamed
LMDh prototype. Further tests
are scheduled for August,
before US track running with
BMW US factory team, RahalLetterman-Lanigan, running
the car from September
onwards at tracks around the
United States.
“The decision to run the
BMW M Hybrid V8 in the
IMSA series from 2023, and
the WEC from 2024, is a
milestone for the project,”

said Franciscus van Meel,
CEO of BMW M GmbH. “I
sampled and marveled at
the extraordinary flair of the
24 Hours of Le Mans during
my first term as CEO of BMW
M so I am very excited to
be challenging for overall
victory as BMW M Motorsport
again at this classic and in
the whole World Endurance
Championship for the first
time for decades.
“The BMW M Hybrid V8
represents a turning point
towards electrification for
BMW M. The IMSA series in
North America and the WEC,
which takes place all over
the world, are the perfect
platforms, on which to use
our prototype to show how
exciting electrified BMW M
cars will be in the future.”

37 E NTRI ES I N FIVE CLASSES
FOR I MSA ROAD AM E RICA

Ferrari and Porsche have
unveiled the new GT3
cars which will take each
manufacturer into the
next generation of global
GT racing. Ferrari’s new
competitor is the 296 GT3. It
is based on the 296 GTB, the
Italian manufacturer’s new
grand touring road car, with
a 3.0-litre V6 turbo powering
the mid-engine car with up to
600 horsepower.

Road America is always
popular with drivers

37 cars have been entered
for the IMSA WeatherTech
Sportscar Championship’s
Fastlane Sportscar Weekend
at Road America, across all 5
classes. The top class in the
championship, DPi, has six
cars entered — four Cadillacs,
two from Chip Ganassi, one
from Action Express, and one
from JDC Miller, alongside two
Acuras, from Wayne Taylor
Racing and Meyer-Shank — with
the regular driver line-ups in
place.
In LMP2, six cars are listed,
all Oreca 07-Gibsons. Tower
Motorsports, PR1 Mathiasen
with two cars, Era Motorsports,
High Class Racing, and
DragonSpeed will compete for
honours in the class.
Driver lineup-wise, Tristan
Nunez replaces Jonathan
Bomarito in the #11 PR1
Mathiasen Oreca 07-Gibson.
There are nine entries for
LMP3. Lance Willesly, who
normally drives the #33 Sean

FE RRARI AN D PORSCH E UNVE I L N EXT-GE N
GT3S FOR 2023

Creech Motorsport Ligier JSP3
2020, will be replaced for Road
America by Malthe Jakobsen.
JDC Miller has also added an
LMP3 entry to the roster, #90
Duquiene D08, driven by Gerry
Kraut and Scott Andrews.
There are five entries in the
GTD Pro class — a Corvette,
a Porsche, a Lexus, an Aston
Martin and a BW, with the
regular driver lineups in all the
cars. In the 11 car-strong GTD,
NTE Sport has returned to
IMSA with its #42 Lamborghini
Huracan GT3, with Jaden
Conwright and Marco Holzer
due to be behind the wheel.
Daniel Juncadella also returns
to the #79 WeatherTech Racing
Mercedes-AMG GT3, joining
Cooper MacNeil.
Road America will be the
last time all five classes
will compete in an IMSA
WeatherTech Sportscar
Championship, until October’s
Petit Le Mans at Road Atlanta,
which will close the season.

It is also the first modern
Ferrari GT car to be built in
house by Ferrari at Maranello.
The previous car, the 488
GT3, was built in partnership
with Ferrari’s former partners
Michelotto. However, Oreca
has now been tasked with
supporting Ferrari’s GT3
customers around the world
Road America is always
popular with drivers

for the 296 GT3.
Porsche, meanwhile, has also
taken the wraps off its new
GT3 weapon. The car, based
on the 992 generation of the
famous 911 road car, is named
the 911 GT3 R.
The German manufacturer
previously released images
of the car in April, but has
now fully unveiled the car
at the Spa 24 Hours, which
took place this past weekend.
The car has a larger engine
than the outgoing 991.2
model, 4.2-litres compared
to 4.0-litres. It’s also been
tilted forwards by 5.5 degrees,
to make more space for the
car’s diffuser. For the new
car, Porsche says it focused
on giving the new 911 GT3 R
“more power, sophisticated

aerodynamics and optimized
balance”.
Ferrari says it has looked at
how prototypes and F1 cars
are developed, then used
this knowledge to construct
the 296 GT3. It is, therefore,
a ‘modular’ design, making it
almost prototype-like.
Both cars will race in global
GT championships next
year, including GT World
Challenge and in IMSA’s
GTD and GTD Pro classes in
the WeatherTech Sportscar
Championship. Furthermore,
in 2024, the cars will be
eligible for racing in the World
Endurance Championship’s
new GT3-based GT class,
meaning we’ll likely see the
cars at Le Mans.

2022 FIA FORMULA 2 CHAMPIONSHIP

BUDAPEST

SPRINT RACE

went backwards quite a lot.
So, it's good to know I've made
progress in my development
of tyre management and also
becoming more at one with
the Virtuosi car, and it's good
knowing that we have a strong
race package now as well.
(Bottom) The win was Doohan’s
second of the 2022 season

Fittipaldi lost second place
to Juri Vips, while Felipe
Drugovich put pressure on
Fittipaldi in the final laps for
the last spot on the podium.

HIGHLIGHTS
Doohan relatively unchallenged en
route to victory
Vips, Fittipaldi take second and third
Drugovich further extends
championship lead as Pourchaire
fails to score
Daruvala issued 10-second time
penalty in fiesty battle with
Armstrong

Doohan takes second win of 2022 with
measured Hungary drive

J

ack Doohan controlled
proceedings at the Formula 2
Sprint Race on Saturday, as he
withstood moderate pressure
from behind to take his second
race victory of the 2022
season.
Doohan started the race from
reverse grid pole position,
however he found himself
in second place by the first
corner as Enzo Fittipaldi who
started alongside him on the
front row, got a better start to
move into the lead.
However, Fittipaldi made a
costly mistake at Turn 2 by

locking up and running wide,
which saw Doohan swoop back
through for the lead.
A Safety Car was called after
Turn 1 contact saw Dennis
Hauger retire from the race,
but Doohan navigated the
restart and drove to the
chequered flag in first place.
“I'm happy with the win,”
Doohan said. “Obviously, it's
only a Sprint Race, but I think
we managed it very well. I
feel a little bit more deserving
of it due to that. I think last
year here in F3 I absolutely
cooked the rear tyres and

It was a successful day for
Drugovich, as his closest title
challenger in Theo Pourchaire
failed to score points following
a difficult qualifying session on
Friday.
Frederick Vesti was fifth
fastest, and was left in a bit
of no man’s land between
the drivers ahead and those
behind.
Liam Lawson was sixth,
but was involved in a long
battle with fellow Red Bull
junior Jehan Daruvala, who
pitted late on for fresh tyres.
Daruvala’s race was effectively
ended when he was handed
a 10-second time penalty
for contact with Marcus
Armstrong.
Armstrong was seventh, while
Ayumu Iwasa, who will start
Sunday’s Feature Race from
pole position, was eighth,
taking the final point on offer.

JACK DOOHAN

SPRINT RACE TOP TEN

WINNER

#

Driver

Team

Gap

1

Jack Doohan

Virtuosi Racing

45:42.642

2

Juri Vips

Hitech Grand Prix

+5.275

3

Enzo Fittipaldi

Charouz Racing System

+6.325

4

Felipe Drugovich

MP Motorsport

+7.792

5

Frederick Vesti

ART Grand Prix

+9.266

6

Liam Lawson

Carlin

+13.550

7

Marcus Armstrong

Hitech Grand Prix

+20.185

8

Ayumu Iwasa

DAMS

+20.723

9

Theo Pourchaire

ART Grand Prix

+21.715

10

Olli Caldwell

Campos Racing

+29.749

FEATURE RACE

the balance, actually. I don’t
think I was the fastest car on
track, but I did a very good
job at Turn 1 and the team did
a good strategy and pitstop
as well. Then on the out lap, I
think I was good as well, so I
maximised everything. In the
end, we won that race. It’s
amazing.”

one months’ time for the 11th
round of the season at SpaFrancorchamps, as the 2022
season enters its final stages.

(Bottom) Pourchaire is now
firmly back in the championship
hunt

Iwasa was forced to settle for
third place, ahead of Frederik
Vesti, who secured a double
top-four result for the ART
Grand Prix team.

HIGHLIGHTS
Iwasa loses the lead on the run to
Turn 1
Pourchaire takes the win, his first
since Imola
Fittipaldi impressive with surge to
second
Drugovich loses out in the
championship following run to ninth

Pourchaire prevails ahead of Fittipaldi
for third win of the season

F

or the first time since the
Feature Race at Imola earlier
this year, Theo Pourchaire
took a race victory in Formula
2, taking a sizeable chunk
out of Felipe Drugovich’s title
advantage.
Pourchaire started the race
from fourth on the grid, but
a superb run to the opening
corner saw him take second
place, passing Ayumu Iwasa,
who dropped from first to third.
Marcus Armstrong held the
advantage out in front until the
pit stop phase, where, in the pit
lane, he dropped back behind

Pourchaire and Iwasa.
Pourchaire wouldn’t relinquish
the lead from thereon in,
with Iwasa getting passed by
Fittipaldi. The Brazilian driver
looked to pressure Pourchaire
for the lead on the final laps,
but couldn’t produce enough
pace to secure the lead.
“It was a very good race,”
Pourchaire said. “I don’t know
if I can say it was my best race
in F2, but it’s very good to
win this race just before the
holidays. It’s a perfect way to
go on the break. The car was
good, we struggled a bit with

The Hitech Grand Prix duo of
Juri Vips and Armstrong were
fifth and sixth, with Armstrong
failing to uphold his early-race
pace that saw him run at the
head of the field.
Liam Lawson was seventh,
with Richard Verschoor in
eighth. Felipe Drugovich was
ninth, losing out massively
to Pourchaire in the Drivers’
Championship. Having built
up a sizeable lead across
the course of the season,
the Feature Race result in
Budapest sees Drugovich come
under some pressure ahead of
the next round.
Logan Sargeant rounded out
the top 10 for Carlin, as he
hounded the rear of Drugovich
on the final lap.
Formula 2 now goes on a
short break, but will return in

THEO POURCHAIRE

FEATURE RACE TOP TEN

WINNER

#

Driver

Team

Gap

1

Theo Pourchaire

ART Grand Prix

58:56.681

2

Enzo Fittipaldi

Charouz Racing System

+3.641

3

Ayumu Iwasa

DAMS

+5.927

4

Frederik Vesti

ART Grand Prix

+6.760

5

Juri Vips

Hitech Grand Prix

+9.624

6

Marcus Armstrong

Hitech Grand Prix

+13.542

7

Liam Lawson

Carlin

+14.755

8

Richard Verschoor

Trident

+20.156

9

Felipe Drugovich

MP Motorsport

+28.627

10

Logan Sargeant

Carlin

+29.230

Rossi poses for
a photo with his
Andretti crew, which
could be his last win for
the team ahead of his AMSP
switch

TOP

SHOT

2022 W SERIES

BUDAPEST

RACE
HIGHLIGHTS
Powell ended Chadwick’s run of
wins to claim her first of the season
Chadwick extended her points lead
with second place
A wet race start saw the Safety Car
lead the pack on the opening lap
Moore and Eaton were investigated
for overtaking behind the Safety Car

the championship, three points
behind mentor Alice with four
races remaining this season.
Fabienne Wohlwend scored
points for the fourth straight
race in sixth place. She was followed by Sarah Moore and Abbie Eaton, although the teammates were being investigated
after the race for overtaking
under the safety car, a mistake
they made up for in the race
by swapping position back. Juju
Noda and Bruna Tomaselli completed the top 10, the
former scoring the first points
of her W Series career in ninth.

Powell brings Chadwick’s victory run to an
end in Budapest

J

amie Chadwick’s unbeaten
run finally came to an end
in Hungary as Alice Powell
took her first win of the third
WSeries campaign, fending off
an attack by Chadwick who had
to settle for second place.
A day after securing her first
pole position of the season,
Powell controlled the race from
the front and expertly negotiated two safety car restarts
to win the fifth W Series race
of her career. Despite seeing
her perfect start to the season
and seven-race winning streak
come to an end, Chadwick’s
second-place finish extended

her run of W Series podium finishes to 13, and stretched her
lead at the top of the championship to 75 points.
Powell’s victory – her first since
September last year when she
won at Zandvoort – moved her
up to second in the standings,
level on points with Beitske
Visser who finished third for
her second podium of the season.
Marta Garcia recorded her best
result of the season in fourth
having survived a late onslaught from fifth-placed Abbi
Pulling who is now fourth in

Heavy rain fell throughout the
morning and, although it had
stopped before lights out, the
track surface remained damp
and Saturday’s race of 30 minutes plus one lap began behind
the safety car in an effort to
provide fair conditions for all.
All of the drivers started on
slick tyres and, as they struggled to find grip on the first lap
behind the safety car, Nerea
Martí spun at Turn 10 and collided with a marker board before regaining control and returning to the track. The safety
car pulled into the pit-lane with
25 minutes left on the clock,
and pole-sitter Powell retained
her lead from Visser at the
opening corner. Garcia followed
the leading pair having been
promoted on the formation lap

(Below) Powell in the lead as
she claimed her maiden win of
the 2022 season

due to Marty’s error.
Chadwick overtook Marti for fourth
at Turn 3, and Pulling followed her
past the Spaniard, who made contact with Belen García two corners
later, relegating the team-mates
out of the top 10.
Powell was under pressure from
Visser at the start of the next lap
but managed to retain a slender
lead of less than half a second.
Chadwick moved into the top three
with a third of the race remaining
when she overtook Garcia and,
now in clear air, she started chasing the leading pair and set three
consecutive fastest laps to close to
within a second of leader Powell at
the halfway stage.

(Right) A puncture at the pit entry resulted in a second Safety
Car

Jessica Hawkins had progressed
from 10th on the grid to sixth before contact with Emma Kimiläinen at Turn 1 dropped her out of
the points and caused the latter’s retirement. Shortly afterwards, the yellow flags were waving in sector two where Bianca
Bustamante spun into the barriers
at Turn 9 before limping back to
the entry of the pit-lane where
she stopped due to the damage
caused.
Up ahead, Chadwick went later
on the brakes than Visser at Turn
1 before pulling off the overtake
for second place on the inside and
making the move stick through
Turns 2 and 3. Powell and Chadwick traded fastest laps to be separated by one second as the race
moved into the final 10 minutes,
when the safety car came back out

to allow Bustamante’s car to be
recovered.
There were less than five minutes
to go when the safety car period
ended. Powell put the hammer
down early and that gave her a
lead of half a second over Chadwick as the drivers crossed the line,
a lead which Chadwick was unable
to eat into, having to settle for second place.
“It’s so good to be back on the top
step,” said Powell. “It’s taken longer
this season than I would have
liked, but to get Bristol Street Motors there with their first win in the
championship is amazing. Every
single person on my car has done
an incredible job so a big thank you
to the team.”
Chadwick added: “It’s roles reversed from here last year when I
beat Alice [Powell]. If anyone was
going to break that winning streak,
I feel like Alice is a deserving person. I did what I could today. The
wet conditions helped early on
because it’s a really tricky circuit to
overtake on, but at the end I didn’t
have enough to challenge Alice. I’m
still happy with second place, happy with the race and I go into the
summer break really pleased with
how the season has gone so far.”

RESULT
POS

DRIVER

TEAM

TIME

1

Alice Powell

British

32:42.101

2

Jamie Chadwick

British

+0.608

3

Beitske Visser

Dutch

+3.429

4

Marta Garcia

Spanish

+5.802

5

Abbi Pulling

British

+6.047

6

Fabienne Wohlwend

Liechtensteiner

+6.385

7

Sarah Moore

British

+8.251

8

Abbie Eaton

British

+11.501

9

Juju Noda

Japanese

+11.904

10

Bruna Tomaselli

Brazilian

+12.347

11

Chloe Chambers

American

+13.044

12

Nerea Marti

Spanish

+14.073

13
14

Belen Garcia
Jessica Hawkins

Spanish
British

DRIVERS’STANDINGS
POS

DRIVER

PTS

1

Jamie Chadwick

143

2

Alice Powell

68

3

Beitske Visser

68

4

Abbi Pulling

65

5

Belen Garcia

46

6

Nerea Marti

44

+14.492
+14.838

15

Tereza Babickova

Czech

+16.549

16

Emely De Heus

Dutch

+18.986

17

Emma Kimilainen

Finnish

DNF

7

Emma Kimilainen

40

18

Bianca Bustamante

Filipino

DNF

8

Marta Garcia

30

ALICE POWELL

WINNER

SNAPSHOT

The
podium trio

Powell takes
victory!

Wohlwend leads
a pack of cars

2022 FIA FORMULA 3 CHAMPIONSHIP

BUDAPEST

SPRINT RACE

pretty good races and pretty
good weekends, but we were
never close enough. This year,
I think we were a bit unlucky
sometimes, but now I'm just
really happy that we finally
got the win. I am a bit more
relaxed. I think everywhere
was really, really strong. We
managed to keep the tyres in
the right window the whole
race and this was a key point.”

respectable time considering
the circumstances and secured
a points reward in eighth.
The Trident duo of Roman
Stanek and Zane Maloney
rounded out the top 10.
(Bottom) Collet finally bagged
his first win in F3

Colapinto fended off an attack
from Kush Maini, with the
duo taking second and third
respectively.

HIGHLIGHTS
Debutant Goethe starts on reverse
grid pole but drops in wet conditions
Collet attacks Colapinto for several
laps before taking P1
Maini takes final spot on the podium
PREMA team-mates Crawford and
Leclerc crash on final lap

Collet takes first F3 win in difficult
Hungarian conditions

I

n his second season of
racing in the FIA Formula
3 Championship, Caio Collet
secured his first race victory
in the category. The French
driver, who is part of the Alpine
junior academy, mastered
the wet conditions at the
Hungaroring on Saturday to
take the win.
Collet started the race from
fourth on the grid, and made
up his first position on Oliver
Goethe, who began from
reverse grid pole position in his
maiden weekend in the car.
Following a Safety Car restart

after a crash further down the
order, Collet moved in front of
Isack Hadjar for second and set
his sights on Franco Colapinto,
who held the race lead.
Collet hounded Hadjar
for several laps before he
managed to move ahead of
the Argentine when he made a
mistake at Turn 2. From there,
Collet was unchallenged all
the way to the chequered flag,
building a lead of almost nine
seconds out in front.
“Obviously, I'm really happy,”
Collet said. “We didn't win a
race last year, I think we had

Hadjar was fourth and missed
out on a podium finish after
making a mistake that saw
Maini and Oliver Bearman
move ahead of him. However,
Hadjar was able to re-pass
Bearman before the end of the
race, with the PREMA Racing
driver finishing in fifth.
Bearman’s team-mate Arthur
Leclerc and Jak Crawford found
themselves coming together
on the final lap, when Leclerc
sent an opportunistic move on
the Red Bull junior. Crawford
retired as a result, while
Leclerc was handed a grid
penalty.
Victor Martins was sixth,
leading his ART Grand Prix
team-mate of Gregoire Saucy
across the line in seventh.
In his first outing in the F3
series, Goethe produced a

CAIO COLLET

SPRINT RACE TOP TEN

WINNER

#

Driver

Team

Gap

1

Caio Collet

MP Motorsport

37:34.616 (FL)

2

Franco Colapinto

Van Anersfoort Racing

+8.789

3

Kush Maini

Kush Maini

+9.694

4

Isack Hadjar

Hitech Grand Prix

+12.004

5

Oliver Bearman

PREMA Racing

+13.915

6

Victor Martins

ART Grand Prix

+14.607

7

Gregoire Saucy

ART Grand Prix

+15.561

8

Oliver Goethe

Campos Racing

+19.682

9

Roman Stanek

Trident

+20.082

10

Zane Maloney

Trident

+21.180

FEATURE RACE

from Oliver Bearman.
Bearman, who started from
third, was looking to add another podium to his 2022
collection, and he did so by
crossing the line in third place.
However, it was very nearly second as he and Maloney
were involved in a drag race to
the line.

on Saturday ended in disappointment, was eighth. Alpine
backed Victor Martins and Caio
Collet were involved in a close
multi-car fight in the latter
stages of the race, but secured
the last two point-paying positions on offer.

Spa-Francorchamps in Belgium.

(Bottom) Smolyar’s first trip to
the top step this year

Formula 3 will return in one
months’ time for the round at

Coming out of the final corner,
the two went side by side – but
it was Maloney that stayed
ahead by the tightest of margins.

HIGHLIGHTS
Smolyar takes first win of 2022 F3
season
Maloney just beats Bearman to
second place
O’Sullivan streaks through the field
late to take sensational fourth
Saturday’s race winner Collet
finishes ninth

Smolyar wins Feature Race in wet/dry
affair

A

lexander Smolyar dominated the Budapest Feature
Race to take his first win of the
2022 Formula 3 season. The
race got underway in wet conditions, however it would dry
up later on, making for an exciting finish.
Smolyar retained the lead into
the first corner despite coming
under some pressure, and from
there, streaked away into the
lead. The MP Motorsport driver
was unchallenged throughout
the outing, and took home his
first win since last year’s opening affair at the Circuit Paul
Ricard.

“It’s a big step considering last
year, and MP didn’t have the
results,” he said. “Not even
close to what we had this year.
I’m really happy that in Qualifying it was really hot. We managed to find the right pressure
and we took a really, really big
step forward compared to last
year. For sure, Caio and Kush
being on the podium yesterday
and me winning today is a big
result and I just hope we bring
all the knowledge we gain from
this weekend to Spa.”
Zane Maloney ran in second
place for the entire race, but
came under pressure late on

In fourth, Zak O’Sullivan produced a sensational comeback
drive to score valuable points.
Toward the end of the race,
the track began to dry up, with
a number of drivers outside
the top 10 opting to switch to
dry-weather tyres.
Running well outside the top
15, O’Sullivan had a massive
pace advantage in the final
laps and climbed all the way
into fourth place. Had the race
lasted one more lap, he easily
would’ve moved ahead of the
top three for race victory.
Jak Crawford was fifth, ahead
of Juan Manuel Correa, who
was also climbed the order late
on following a switch to the
slick compound.
Kush Maini was seventh, while
Arthur Leclerc, whose race

ALEXANDER SMOLYAR

FEATURE RACE TOP TEN

WINNER

#

Driver

Team

Gap

1

Alexander Smolyar

MP Motorsport

45:02.423

2

Zane Maloney

Trident

+5.560

3

Oliver Bearman

PREMA Racing

+5.585

4

Zak O’Sullivan

Carlin

+7.316 (FL)

5

Jak Crawford

PREMA Racing

+8.705

6

Juan Manuel Correa

ART Grand Prix

+10.059

7

Kush Maini

MP Motorsport

+10.578

8

Arthur Leclerc

PREMA Racing

+10.983

9

Caio Collet

MP Motorsport

+19.452

10

Victor Martins

ART Grand Prix

+19.614

QUARTARARO 'WORKI NG ON'
POTE NTIAL F1 TEST

POWERED BY MOTORSPORTWEEK.COM

MOTO
MATTE RS

Fabio Quartararo says he is
“working” to test a Formula 1
race car at the “end of the year”,
The reigning MotoGP World
Champion signified his interest
in testing an F1 prototype
while attending the French GP
at Paul Ricard last month. He
spent time with the Mercedes
squad said to DAZN that he was
hopeful for an F1 test.
The likely destination for a
potential test would be with the
Mercedes organisation he spent
the day with due to Yamaha
title sponsor Monster Energy
also involved with the German
marque’s F1 outfit.
“We are working to be able to
get on a Formula 1 at the end
of the year, so we cross our
fingers,” explained Quartararo.
“Formula 1 is very different from
MotoGP, but I like it a lot.
“I hope to be able to get into a
car one day.”
Quartararo wouldn’t be the
first MotoGP rider to sample
swapping two wheels for four,
with seven-time premier class

champion Valentino Rossi
testing Mercedes’ F1 machine
back in 2019 in a swap with
seven-time F1 world champion
Lewis Hamilton, who tried
the Italian’s factory Yamaha
machine at the Ricardo Tormo
circuit in Valencia.
RNF Racing Yamaha Andrea
Dovizioso meanwhile raced in
the DTM at Misano in the same
year with Audi, owners of the
Ducati operation he competed
for back then – the three-time
MotoGP vice-champion taking
a best result of 12th in the
opening race of the weekend.
Ex-MotoGP legends Jorge
Lorenzo and Dani Pedrosa are
also currently giving car racing
a try, the former taking part
in the Porsche Carrera Cup
Italy this year while the latter
is sampling the Lamborghini
Super Trofeo Europe series with
top GT3 outfit FFF Racing in
selected events in 2022.

APRI LIA: TOP SPONSORS ARE WAKI NG UP AN D
LOOKI NG AT US
Aprilia Racing CEO Massimo
Rivola has revealed he is
currently working on bringing
a title sponsor to the brand’s
MotoGP squad, admitting
energy drink titan Red Bull
is an option. The Italian
manufacturer has seen a
significant upturn in form
across the opening 10 races of
the 2022 campaign, with longtime rider Aleix Espargaro
having scored a first career
victory for himself as well as
Aprilia in Argentina, while a
total of four other podium
finishes see him sit second in
the overall riders standings
just 21 markers adrift of
reigning world champion
Fabio Quartararo.
Speaking to German
publication Speedweek, Rivola
conceded that it is now key
that Aprilia attracts a title
sponsor to help continue its

progress towards fighting
for titles for years to come,
while also providing good
value for the marque’s parent
company Piaggio Group –
Aprilia currently the only one
of the six manufacturers
that doesn’t possess a main
backer.
“We now have to (find) a top
sponsor,” said Rivola. “I can
report (that) top sponsors are
waking up and looking at us.
That’s a good sign, we are in
talks (with new sponsors.)
“It would also be worth
considering whether the Red
Bull Group supports a second
top team, as in Formula 1.
Aprilia could become the
Alpha Tauri team of MotoGP
for Mr. Mateschitz. I really
hope we find one. If we
want to remain competitive,
we need the appropriate
budgets.”

Rivola also sounded out the
idea of bringing a Formula
1-style budget cap to MotoGP
in the future in order to help
keep costs down.
“When we talk about this
topic, we should also mention
that the budget cap has
been decided in Formula 1,”
continued Rivola. “The FIA
has the necessary structures
with competent officials who
control the costs of the teams
in a professional way. There
may still be loopholes, but
Formula 1 teams’ operating
costs are falling.
“Nevertheless, we have to
discuss in MotoGP whether
this ‘budget cap’ system could
also be an option for us Then
we can talk about banning all
these super tools and devices
that just drive up costs.”

PARTINGSHOT
Sebastian Vettel will wave goodbye to Formula 1
at the end of the 2022 season, bringing an end to
one of the most glittering careers the sport has
witnessed
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